Social Story
Relaxed performances at The Court Theatre
To help you prepare for your visit to The Court Theatre we have put together
this information pack.
1. Arriving at The Court Theatre
When you arrive at the theatre you can park for free, or get dropped off in
our cark park opposite the theatre.

Come into the theatre through these doors.

This is the box office where you need to collect your ticket.

This is the foyer where you can relax before the performance.

Before the show you can visit the toilets. They are off the hall opposite the
box office.

Use the drawing tables to colour in a picture of Puff.

Visit the coffee bar, where you can buy drinks and snacks.

When it is time to go into the theatre, give the ushers your ticket and they
will show you through these doors into the auditorium.

This is the auditorium where you will watch the show. You can choose any
seat to sit in. The auditorium won’t be full so you can change seats during
the show if you would like to.

If you need to leave the theatre for a break that is ok. You can chill out in
the foyer until you are ready to go back in.

2. Watching the show
• During the show four actors will come on stage and tell you a story.

• Sometimes they might ask you for ideas or help. You can join in if you
want to.

• At the beginning, you can see the tail of a dragon and the stage is full of
smoke.
• A pirate enters from the very back of the theatre (behind you) she is
looking for the captain.
• The captain arrives from the back too, she is really horrible, you can boo
her as much as you like.

• The pirates are trying to steal Puff’s scary roar to make an evil weapon.
They are a bit scared of Puff even though he is friendly but they creep up
and take his roar.
• The roar is inside the jar, when they open it a loud roar noise comes out.
• We meet Jackie Paper and her mum who have just moved into their new
house.
• Jackie meets an old sea captain who tells her stories of the 9 seas!
• Jackie meets some horrible bullies who are mean to her and make fun of
her for believing in dragons.
• Jackie swims away in the ocean, she is very good swimmer.
• She arrives in the land of Honalee. It is beautiful.
• Jackie explores a dark scary cave. The dragon’s eyes glow in the cave.
Use your glow stick to make sure it doesn’t get too dark.
• Puff and Jackie are scared of each other when they first meet but then
they become friends.
• Jackie travels to the pirate ship to rescue Puff’s roar.
• Jackie defeats the Black and Blue pirate.
• The Captain captures Jackie and tries to make her walk the plank.
• Jackie will need your help to call Puff to help her.
• The pirates fire the cannon at Puff and hit him. Puff looks hurt.
• Jackie takes back the roar and drinks it. A big roar comes out of her
mouth and scares the pirates. When this happens, there are lots of
flashing lights.

• Jackie needs your help to save Puff. She needs you to shout ‘I believe in
dragons’ so that he will be saved. When is he safe the lights flash.
• Jackie and Puff go home.
• Jackie scares the bullies with her big roar. The lights flash.
• Puff gets his roar back and gives a big roar. The lights flash.
• At the end, we all sing Puff the Magic Dragon together. The lyrics are at
the end of the pack if you want to practice before the show.
• The actors will take a bow. This means the show is finished.

• At the end of the show the actors will be in the foyer, you can say hi if
you want to.

• If there is an earthquake the theatre is very safe. Stay in your seat and
wait for someone to tell you how to leave the building safely.

3. The Characters
It is important to remember, even if a person acts like a bad or scary character,
they are just pretending. They are not like that in real life.
Since there are so many different characters some actors will play more than
one character. If this happens they will be wearing different costumes to show
you which character they are.
Jackie Paper – Jackie and her mum
have just moved to a new house. Jackie
misses her old friends. She goes on an
adventure in the show and meets Puff.

Jackie’s mum – She is very busy and important.
Sometimes she forgets to play with Jackie because she
is busy on the phone.

Puff – a magical dragon who is slowly
disappearing because no one believes in
him. Jackie helps him get his roar back.

Captain Nathan P Fogarty – a friendly
old sea captain who tells Jackie tales
about the Black and Blue Pirate and Puff
the Magic Dragon.

The Parrot – a naughty parrot who
teases Captain Fogarty.

The Bullies – mean bullies who make
fun of Jackie for believing in dragons.

Captain Belinda Blunderbus – an evil
Pirate Captain who is trying to steal
Puff’s roar to make a weapon.

First Mate Crumbly – part of the pirate crew. She
is a bit silly and not very good at being evil.

The Black and Blue Prince – left to guard Puff’s
roar. He thinks he is really big and strong but
actually he is very scared. The black and blue
prince is defeated using string and sealing wax.

The Song
Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist
In a land called Hon-a-lee.
Little Jackie Piper loved that rascal Puff
and brought him strings and ceiling wax,
And other fancy stuff.

Together they would travel
On a boat with billowed sail,
Jackie kept a lookout perch on
Puff's gigantic tail.
Nobel kings and princes
Would bow where 'ere they came,
And pirate ships would lower their flags
When Puff roared out his name.

Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist
In a land called Hon-a-lee.
Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist In a land called Hon-a-lee.

Together they would travel
On a boat with billowed sail,
Jackie kept a lookout perch on
Puff's gigantic tail.
Nobel kings and princes
Would bow where 'ere they came,
And pirate ships would lower their flags
When Puff roared out his name.

Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist
In a land called Hon-a-lee.
Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist In a land called Hon-a-lee.

Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist
In a land called Hon-a-lee.
Puff the Magic Dragon lived by the sea.
And frolicked in the autumn mist In a land called Hon-a-lee.

